Finishing up high school, I had no idea if I was going to be able to pay for college tuition. I started to lose hope on the idea of college. Because of your generous support, I AM ABLE TO CONTINUE MY COLLEGE EDUCATION, SET AN EXAMPLE FOR MY YOUNGER SIBLINGS AND BE THE FIRST IN MY FAMILY TO ATTEND COLLEGE.

STLCC's annual IMPACT on St. Louis is $2 billion. That's roughly 1.9% of the total St. Louis area economy.

Working for the Region

Associate degree graduates earn, on average, $10,600 MORE annually over the course of a working lifetime than someone with only a high school diploma.

For every $1 INVESTED into their STLCC education, students see a $5.10 increase in future income over their working careers.

STLCC annually RANKS among the top associate degree-producing institutions in the United States.

STLCC CONTRIBUTES $178 million in taxable income to the Missouri economy each year.

STLCC Foundation

I am currently majoring in Deaf Communication Studies with hopes of becoming a sign language interpreter. The financial assistance you provided will be of great help to me in paying my educational expenses, AND IT WILL ALLOW ME TO CONCENTRATE MORE OF MY TIME FOR STUDYING.

Words cannot express my gratitude and humility excepting the honor of this scholarship. It will make it a huge difference in my life and my sons as well. THIS WILL HELP IN MAKING MY EDUCATION A SUCCESS. I PROMISE TO USE MY EDUCATION TO HELP OTHERS ALL THE DAYS OF MY LIFE.

Thank you so much!

Ruth M.

About STLCC Foundation

The STLCC Foundation was established to build awareness of STLCC and earn funds to support its mission. The Foundation receives support from grateful alumni and friends who believe in the importance of higher education. The Foundation operates hundreds of endowed gift programs to support scholarships, joint programs, fellowships, grants and other activities. These programs are made possible by contributions from corporations, foundations and individual donors. Donor support makes a difference in the lives of students and in their communities.
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